Date : March 05, 2020

To : Accreditation Bodies (ABs)  
    Certification Bodies (CBs)  
    Oversight Chairs

Subject : Warning message for overlapping audit site visit dates (same Auditor OIN)

Warning message for overlapping audit site visit dates (same Auditor OIN)

When a CB is adding an auditor visit to a site, if the auditor is already assigned to another audit site visit within the same CB or with a different CB, a Warning message will be presented to the CB who is adding the auditor visit:

In case of questions, please contact the IAQG support function at: IAQGsupport@sae.org or your OASIS Sector Representative:

- Americas - Becky Lemon rebecca.lemon@sae.org
- Asia/Pacific - Takayoshi Maehata takayoshi.maehata@sjac.or.jp
- Europe - Ian Folland icf@isesols.com

Sincerely,

IAQG Database Team